
The significant focus on regulation in the wake
of the financial crisis, and the ensuing
compliance-related strain on resources, has 
left some questioning as to whether banks’
ability to innovate is being compromised.
Indeed, it has become somewhat a populous
premise that the regulatory absorption of costs
and talent means that banks are facing chall -
enging times balancing the resources required

to be innovative in the current climate.
Yet we mustn’t forget that banking has always been a highly

regulated industry; for decades, banks have invested and dedicated a
great deal of energy and resources to market and industry regulation.
Indeed, due to the scale and importance of their role, compliance is
ingrained in the fabric of banking. 

While it is, of course, true that the spotlight on regulation has
intensified since 2008 – reflecting the necessity to restore the balance
in perceived risk versus confidence in leveraged institutions – the
current focus is about ensuring the right building blocks are in place
while business models readjust in the short term.

Regulation is therefore having only a near term impact on banking
innovation. And there is in fact another factor at play that is having a
far greater influence in this respect: the rampant ascent of disruptive
technologies and the subsequent attraction of new, more nimble non-
bank competitors to the banking sector. 

Certainly, technology is fundamentally reshaping our industry as
the main driver of innovation. It is set to have a much longer-term
effect than the impact of new regulatory requirements, and unlike the
ever-present issue of regulation (which banks, in some way or other,
have always factored in to their business), banks are facing an
unfamiliar challenge as we face a brave new world while managing
large legacy businesses and platforms.

There is a huge distinction in the way in which banks and non-bank
competitors approach innovation. Banks are perennially highly
regulated, and have the fiduciary responsibility of the management of
other people’s money. At their core, they fulfil a long-established role
at the behest of policy makers, facilitating economic growth
throughout the working capital cycle of businesses and as the 

safe-haven storage of society’s wealth. This level of trust governs
objectives, a culture and a responsibility that on the surface seems at
odds with the experimental nature of innovation. 

Non-banks, on the other hand, do not have the same philosophy
or legacy systems, and are therefore able to adopt more experimental,
entrepreneurial techniques using new, technology-driven solutions in
their pursuit of innovation to see what works and what doesn’t. 
As a result, they have the reputation for being the quickest off the 
mark in exploring and implementing new channels – such as electronic
and mobile payments.

Yet despite the changes in this new environment none of these
factors are particularly stifling bank innovation. Now, as much as ever,
serving clients is at the core of bank focus, and innovation – which is
borne of ingenuity, addressing and facilitating client needs, and
technology – most certainly remains a key priority for banks.

There is, however, a difference in how banks are innovating. 
The rise of new technological capabilities and the speed with which
technology is changing the industry has meant that client options have
become broader and wider in terms of solutions and service providers.
All of these choices have created a degree of fragmentation which
somewhat undermines the cost benefits of standardisation which has
been a universal goal of both clients and providers of financial services.
As a result, banks must decide the best, most effective way in which
they can serve their clients within their value chain, and identify
strategically-appropriate opportunities and invest in that area
accordingly. Effective innovation is therefore a matter of prioritisation.

Certainly, it is impractical and unrealistic to attempt to be all things
to all clients, and while banks are not necessarily innovating
everywhere, it is a misconception that banks are neglecting to
innovate. Regulation and innovation are not mutually exclusive, and
banks, now as much as ever, understand the importance of innovation
in this increasingly technology-based, competitive landscape – and are
very much a driving force in this respect.
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myth that innovation is significantly impaired as a result of elevated regulatory demands and
explains that banks’ focus on innovation remains as much of a priority as ever.
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